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Friends of the venom spider
A short role playing game where you try to figure out who your friends really are, or how to best end them
Notes from first designer to Co-Designers
This game is based off of this track - https://dukeofukeandhisnoveltyorchestra.bandcamp.com/track/spider-suite
Notes from second designer to Co-Designers
My music library is not so fancy, i use Spotify, and i loosely based my continuation on System of a Down`s - Spiders 

What is the game about?
As the title suggest this is a game about a Spider, his friends and his enemies. The common goal, except for surviving, is to create a collaborative story. The story does not have to be particularly well formed or super exciting, but imagine your actions and dialogues as if they were part of a novel. 
The game ends when Spider dies, and this could take half an hour or an entire evening, optimally you try to keep the game running as long as it is interesting by helping or obstructing the Spider. To be able to affect how the story goes each player gatheres rewards in the form of dice, more on this is explained in the section called Twists.

Very Important Note:
This game can be interpreted so that everything related to insects is a metaphor, personally i view it as little people in a schoolyard where some are strong bullies, and some are smart but weak and has to act accordingly. The other alternative is to interpret it as actual insects, but ultimately the choice is up to you and your friends.

Notes to the third editor:
Im sorry about this mess :) I hope you can wrap your head around the base idea and make it playable, especially the generation and usage of dice was unclear to me.
Getting started
Material: You need a at least 3 six-sided dice for each player, also each player needs a blank piece of paper and a pen.
	Character Creation & Quiz
Defining the setting
Setting up relations
Role playing and staying alive

Character Creation
The character creation is a small game in in itself, each participant answers a small quiz to find their Ego. The player(s?) with the highest Ego plays as the Spider class. The other classes are based on their egos. Each player starts with three action dice. (Roll three dice and keep them, refer to the later Twist table)

The Character Sheet
On your blank piece of paper find a space for the following characteristics.

Ego: This is how self absorbed you are, a high ego makes you want attention, and dislike anyone else trying to compete for that attention
Faithfulness: How loyal you are towards others, a faithful character will follow his friends through fire, where a faithless character will turn his back on you for a quick win.
Secret: Everybody has a secret, this is a piece of information you must not let anybody get a hold of in case they use it against you.
Flaw: So you have a short temper or you are afraid of water. Your flaw will inhibit you, but may sometimes help you.
Gift: Your gift is something you are exceptionally good at.
Name: Make up a name
Class: Your class is a result of the mini-quiz below

Character Quiz
Read up the alternatives for the other players so that they don't know the outcome of the result
A friend needs help tending her garden, but your favorite tv-series is about to begin. Do you:
	Help her anyway (+1 Faithfulness)
	Make up some excuse to not help (+1 Ego)


You have three chocolate bars that you are going to share with your friend, how do you share them?
	Evenly (+1 Starting dice)
	Two for him, one for me (+1 Loyalty)

Two for me, one for him (+1 Ego)
All for me, let him buy his own chocolate. (+2 Ego)

A friend of you is going fishing, he asks you to join him but you cant be bothered, later he is inviting some other common friends over for cooked fish and you really want to go, what do you do when he doesn't ask you?
	Show up anyway, pretending the invitation from earlier still counts (+1 Ego)
	Ignore it (+1 Loyalty)

Remember the situation, swear to never invite him again (+2 Ego)

A boy you really like asks you to help him with his homework, you know he uses you to do most of the work, what do you do?
	Do his homework while he plays playstation (+1 Loyalty)
	Attempt to force him to give you special attention, and make him solve the assignments himself (+1 Ego)

Do his homework but leave some really nasty mistakes intentionally (+1 Ego, +1 Loyalty)
Tell him to find another girl to do his homework for him. (+2 action dice) 

Someone is flailing about in the water, quite possibly drowning, what do you do?
	Instantly jump into the water to help. (Bonus Gift: Excellent Swimmer)
	Call for help (Bonus Gift: Beautifull Voice)

Attempt to find something buoyant to throw out to the person (Bonus Gift: Smarter than most)
Ignore the situation completely, it's not your problem (Bonus Gift: Extremely Focused)

Character secret, flaw and gift
Write down your character's secret
In turn, invent a Flaw and let Another player write it down on her character sheet until everybody has a flaw
Then do the same for the Gift.

Classes

Except for the spider class, each player is assigned a class based on their Ego. In the cases where the Ego value of a class overlaps, the player can choose. Alternatively players may choose their class regardless of Ego, but still has to roleplay
Spider
Spider is a narcissistic dictator, he will interfere with the daily lives of the Insects, not because he wants to destroy them, but because he needs their attention and love. He hides this need behind a mask of hatred.

The Spider has a powerful position among the insects of the forest because of his lethal bite. But Spider is lonely, and he wants and needs to have others around him. The other insects knows this and attempts to exploit this weakness for their own advantage. Needless to say this is a dangerous game to play, doubt and fear runs deep in in the spider, do not ever let him feel your mistrust or he will not hesitate to end you.

The Spider needs to dominate his friends, and to stay alive.

The Insects needs to stay alive, preferably without the Spider 

Butterfly 
Ego 0 to 1
The Butterfly character has a beautiful visage, but does not attempt to take advantage of this, he is always careful. He’s delicate, both physically and emotionally. He is an artwork that will break if you cough next to it or look at it wrong. Spider will rarely hurt Butterfly, at least not intentionally and never physically. 
Centipede
Ego 2-3
Centipede is a workhorse, mostly too occupied to be fazed by the nasty comments he gets, he is however planning his revenge.

Beetle 
Ego 3-4
is a tough creature. She’s seen some terrible things in her life, the kind of things that will reduce us to tears just by listening to her story. But nothing broke her before, because Beetle’s heart is built like a brickhouse. Because she is so strong and used to a hard life she stays close to Spider.
Ant 
Ego 4-7
Ant is kind and nurturing, for his own at least, but you do not want to be an enemy of the ant. Ant has known Spider the longest. He has seen Spider change over time. Or at least He thinks so. Ant thinks he will eventually make Spider a good person. 
Firefly 
Ego 7+
is a genius. He has this special creative talent that amazes everyone. But not Spider. Spider thinks the stuff he does is just for show, probably he is just jealous. Firefly doesn’t understand why. So he tries hard to outdo himself. He pushes himself every day and every moment. If he tries hard enough, maybe Spider will admit Firefly is special, just like everyone else.
How do you play?
The players take turns contributing to the story of a Spider. They roleplay Spider and the other characters. and in the events of conflicts they are resolved with the following mechanics:
Unlike other RPGs, the game does not use random roll of dice to resolve conflicts. Instead conflicts are resolved if the player accepts a resolution from another player - after that, a six-sided die is rolled. If Spider approves of what a player did, the die result is increased by 1, 2, or 3 depending on his approval. If Spider disapproves, the die result is decreased by 1, 2, or 3 instead. When certain combinations of dice are assembled, the player can cause a Twist, which means the story will bend toward a certain direction. A player can accumulate several die. When you accumulate three or more dice, you can choose a Twist. A twist means that the story takes an unexpected or strange turn, to the worse of to the better. 
Twists
Combine your action dice in any way to create a twist in the story or to add to your characters background:
[1] [1] [1] - You start to free yourself from Spider’s web - scratch out a sentence in your character description and act out your defiance. Spider is angry, but you are becoming independent.
[1] [1] [4+] - Your heart hesitates and returns to Spider. You are now Spider’s Favorite, Spider will not hurt you untill he has a new favorite or you betray him greatly
[2] - You justify yourself. Add a sentence to your character description.
[1] - [2] - [3] - [4]  You strike at your target, killing it instantly.
[*] - [*] : Two of a kind, defend.
[5+] - The next problem you deal with, choose the outcome. You don’t need to accept a resolution.
[6] [6] - You show your unabiding loyalty. Spider will step in and protect you when you face a problem you cannot deal with.
[6] [6] [6] - You murder the hypotenuse. You kill a Player emotionally, socially and/or physically. Spider is no longer interested in them, in which case he might do the killing himself.
[Three different dice] - Your indecision leads to Spider’s capricious attention. The group decides what kind of attention he gives you.
Gaining Dice
You gain dice by standing up against the spider, by being valuable to the spider he has to give you a dice if able, and by creating interesting twists. Gained dice come from a separate pool.

Spending Dice
Dice spent are given to the Spider so be careful. The spider rerolls them and is able to use their abilities to kill you. Dice spent by the spider are divided out to the other players.

Session Structure
The game is meant to be played in one-shot sessions only, meaning the game has to come to an end during each session.
How the game starts: Spider calls his “friends” together and tells them to search for an elusive prey. She is beautiful, strong, and elegant - he must have her as his trophy. To get this new trophy, players are tasked with stalking her, harrowing her and wearing her down. When they manage to accomplish this task, Spider will enthrall her. Her name is Mantis.
Things to Emphasize
The game should emphasize the Thralls’ addiction to Spider. He is a drug and a gamble. He will destroy the Thralls, but they are craving that one moment of pleasure.

Death
In case of death, other than the Spiders, you restart play with the same class but lose any collected dice and your gift, flaw and secret changes. Killing a character drains Spider of resources, but also removes the other players dice that they could have used against him.

Game End
If the Spider is killed, the game ends and the other players have successfully defeated the bully.


